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 kaunsa video ko kr na hd video? hey guys, I need to know if the RSA 1024-bit key is sufficient enough for Ubuntu Server 8.10
mujh ko kuisa tu? wadedoor, o kya? are you talking about ssl? hmm I think I need that key for the applications that require ssl
such as pptp ya but any application can be run without ssl i dont know pptp very well but cant you open port 8888 with ufw I

have the PC's ip, and port 8888 assigned to the PC in my ISP's dhcp subnet and pptp requires a key ya but its in the dhcp or you
set that to a static ip can I use the key to connect to my pc? meaning if it uses the ip address that I have as the server's ip can I

use the key to connect to the pc? *I want to know if I use the key to connect to my pc. I want to know if the key is enough or if I
need the other key, what is that key called? the public key? ya if you want to connect to the pc then you need to use the ssl

alright can I use that public key to connect to the pc? ya i think so just type the ip add in the server and you can try but not sure I
did the connection and I get the message for the server I typed the ip address and then I get the message This server could not
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prove that it is authentic and then a message to choose key file the key file is the public key 82157476af
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